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PRESS RELEASE 
 

 
“TI-Drain” – The floor drain with modular design 
An individual solution for individual requirements 
 
 
 

A reliable floor drain is both important and mandatory, not just in shower 
areas and laundry rooms, but also for areas subject to much lower levels of 
moisture, such as public changing rooms, specific workplaces or storage 
facilities. The requirements at the place of installation can be just as varied. 
For this reason, the manufacturer Dural has developed “TI-Drain” as modern 
modular system for the point drainage of tiled flooring: grating, seals and 
drains are available both, as a complete system and for use in combination as 
individual modules. Even for longer periods when the floor drains are not in 
use, the odour trap system ensures that a sufficient volume of water remains 
in the drain system, preventing any unpleasant odours. 
 
 
The “TI-Drain” variant with the horizontal drain outlet and 
an extremely low installation height of just 45 mm also 
guarantees optimum point drainage, even at low flooring 
heights. This is particularly advantageous for the renovation 
work of existing facilities. In total, the system offers three 
heights for horizontal installation and one for vertical 
installation. 

 
 

Dural: Point drainage with the modern  
“TI-Drain” drain system from Dural_01 

 
 
 
“TI-Drain” stainless steel grates are available in two sizes (10 x 10 cm and  
15 x 15 cm) and in three design variants (“Square”, “Linear” and “Sun”). With the 
frame and threaded adapter, they form the first of the three modules of the 
system. This upper part of the floor drain is height-adjustable, which is an 
extremely practical feature. Thread adjustment ranges from 7 to 17 mm, 
allowing the drain to fit the tiled surface securely and easily. 
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A selection of seals is also available. For the “WP” version (film seal), these can 
be used in combination with Durabase WP sealing mats or even with a coating 
sealant. The “Mesh” version (fibreglass mesh) can be combined with liquid 
sealing only. The PP flange ring produces a technically inseparable bonded and 
watertight connection of both variants. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dural: Stainless steel grating with a modern design:  
the “Square”, “Linear” and “Sun” _02 

 
 
 
A range of different floor drain models completes the “TI-Drain” system: four 
horizontal drains (DN 40, 50 and 70 mm) and one vertical drain (DN 50) ensure 
that the desired technical requirement criteria of every floor drain in terms of 
water drainage volume and water trap height are fulfilled. The vertical floor 
drain facilitates direct drainage through the cover, facilitating extremely low 
installation heights due to its flush connection with the composite screed.  
 
 
A red protective cover prevents the ingress of dirt during a new construction or 
renovation work. This cover is not removed until the tiles are laid and is then 
replaced by the desired design grating.  
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Photo selection for “TI-Drain” press release 
 

 

 

 

Dural: Point drainage with the 
modern “TI-Drain” drain system 
from Dural_01 
 
 

Dural: Stainless steel grating with 
a modern design: the “Square”, 
“Linear” and “Sun” _02 
 
 

Dural: A reliable floor drain 
such as the “TI-Drain” is 
important for private and public 
areas and is also often a legal 
requirement_03 

   
Dural: The “TI-Drain” floor drain system from Dural combines three 
modules: stainless steel grates, seals (here the “Mesh” variant is 
shown on the left side and the “WP” variant on the right side) and a 
range of different drain variants, all freely selectable_04 + 05 

Dural: Safe and attractive:  
“TI-Drain” is an asset for many 
industry sectors and 
workplaces_06 

 

 
 

 

Dural: The vertical floor drain 
makes even extremely low 
installation heights possible. The 
red protective cover prevents the 
ingress of dirt during the 
construction phase_07 
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